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1. Introduction (the ideaal world)

A  Closing the loops

B  What is Lankhorst Engineered Products added value to the loop.
Closing the loop

Sustainable plastic solutions

www.lankhorst-ep.com
What is LEP adding to the loop

- recycling of foils (agricultural foils)
  - cutting / shredder / washing
  - regranulate of the plastics

- use regranulated foils in our products
  (cheaper than virgin materials and better for the environment)
Recycling

- Our recycling plant
- Recycles 100 ton a week, 5200 tons per year

www.lankhorst-ep.com
Recycling of foils

Sustainable plastic solutions

www.lankhorst-ep.com
Recycling of foils

Sustainable plastic solutions

www.lankhorst-ep.com
End of life and beginning of new life (example)
3. Initiatives

European Commission - Press release
Closing the loop: Commission adopts ambitious new Circular Economy Package to boost competitiveness, create jobs and generate sustainable growth

Brussels, 2 December 2015

OMRIN initiative
- Waste processing company
- Plastic waste
- Separation
- Properties

OUR OCEANS CHALLENGE

UNIQUE SELLING POINT

Sustainable plastic railway solutions
Lankhorst Engineered Products

COMPANY PROFILE
WireCo WorldGroup is the world’s leader in manufacturing, engineering and distributing wire, wire rope, wire rope assemblies and electromechanical cable. With true global reach, WireCo WorldGroup can deliver the right products for your equipment and application no matter where your worksite might be.
Royal Lankhorst Euronete

Maritime & Offshore Rope Division

Fishing Division

Engineered Products Division

Yarn Division

One WireCo

Executing for Growth
Main location Engineered Products in Sneek

- MOULDINGS FACTORY
- RAW MATERIAL
- MOULDS - LM
- BOUYANCY
- VARIOUS TESTING / STORAGE
- HEAD QUARTERS
- WAVIN STOCK
- MOULDS - LRP
- GENERAL STORAGE
- LRP FACTORY
- EMPATEC SHELTERED WORKSHOP
- FINISHED GOODS
- STEEL & LRP
- GOODS FOR DISPATCH
- OFFSHORE PROJECTS
- EMPATEC SHELTERED WORKSHOP
LRP: Lankhorst Recycling Products
Development of bow-bridge span max 12 meters

All recycled polyethylene, polypropylene and KLP® S.
Mouldings Offshore: pipe connectors and protection
Mouldings Steel / New Business / Wavin
EKON production location Born
EKON: Temp road / liquid tanks / egg conveyor belt / playground
Lankhorst Recycling Deutschland – Niederlangen / Germany
More and more attention and interest is going to sustainability which is a right thing to do.

Since 1972 Lankhorst Recycling Products is active to develop recycled plastic products.

Hence, contributing and helping in solving environmental issues.
People – Planet – Profit

social shelter workshop
Empatec

Customers

Employees

Local Community

ISO 18001

ISO 9001

ISO 14001

Extreme long technical life time

Recycling, no tropical (hard) wood

Re-use of materials

2e life on higher level of use
(C2C)

Maintenance free

One WireCo

Executing for Growth
Thanks for your interest

Questions?

Klaas-Johan Heida  Operations Manager
Stefan Hofman  Commercial Director